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We present and discuss calculations of strange quark matter fragmentation expected in the ejection
of matter by a type-II supernova in the proposed scenario where the collapse of the progenitor is
driven by the nuclear matter - quark matter conversion. Relevant issues such as the dynamical
evolution of the ejecta and interactions with the outgoing stellar shells are addressed with the aim
of understanding the mass distribution and spectra of strangelets at the sources.
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1. Introduction
It has been realized [1] that systems composed of a confined Fermi-gas of up, down and strange
quarks (strange quark matter) could have even a lower energy per baryon than iron, thus being ab-
solutely stable. If strange quark matter (SQM) is indeed the ground state of cold baryonic matter
there could be some important astrophysical implications. This hypothetical state could be created
by weak interactions introducing the massive s quark, if the “energy cost" of the mass is com-
pensated by the availability of a new Fermi sea associated with this extra flavor, which lowers the
Fermi energy of the u and d quark seas.
For the case of finite size lumps of SQM, (termed strangelets) a few terms have to be added
to the bulk one in the free energy. Large lumps will have essentially the same number of quarks of
bulk matter, with a small depletion of the massive strange quark resulting in a net positive charge,
a feature also expected for small chunks [2],[3] which thus resemble heavy nuclei.
Considering the existence of strangelets among cosmic ray primaries, a few injection scenarios
have been considered. The merging of compact stars (though not addressed in detail yet) [3] and
strange matter formation in type II supernova are considered as likely sites.
Those particles could reach the earth and be detected either by land based experiments or in the
magnetosphere [4]. In fact, there are claims of possible identification of these exotic cosmic rays
(mainly the Centauro events, the HECRO-81 experiment [5], and more recently data from AMS-01
[6]) which present features such as their high penetration in the atmosphere, low charge-to-mass
ratio and exotic secondaries.
2. Strange quark matter in type-II supernova
A model of type-II supernova explosion driven by nuclear matter → strange quark matter
conversion in the inner shell of a collapsing massive star has been proposed [7] facing the still
controversial results [8] of the two currently favored models proposed to explain type-II supernova
explosion: the prompt-shock and the delayed-shock (neutrino heating) mechanisms [9].
At the moment of bounce we have, according to current simulations, a central density of (2-
3) ρ0 inside the proto-neutron star. While this object is cooling by neutrino emission it suffers a
substantial contraction. Assuming the quoted neutrino emission avoids a recollapse but is unable
to produce the ejection of the outer layers of the star, the core of the proto-neutron star reaches
densities for which it is conceivable that a high-strangeness quark-gluon plasma could appear.
Once the SQM is formed in the center of the star, the nuclear matter around it will soon be
converted because of the lower energy of the quark matter state (by hypothesis) and this conversion
will proceed outwards, likely in a detonation mode [7] but quite fast in any case. This mechanism
may provide enough energy in the form of a detonation wave to sweep off the mantle and envelope
of a massive star (an alternative ejection mechanism may be provided by the neutrino flux the from
SQM at higher temperature). The matter ejected in this second shock would carry a contamination
of strangelets due to turbulent mixing effects [10]. These ejection is the subject of our interest.
2.1 Dynamics of the ejecta expansion
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explosion (ejecta dominated stage). A simple estimation of its cooling rate due to the emission of
neutrinos, assuming the liquid phase is only supported for densities above the minimum density
nliq ≥ 4B we have determined a time after the explosion (of order 10−4s) and temperature at which
the SQM will start to fragment (in the range of a few MeV). The problem is now how will this
fragmentation proceed and, if possible, to calculate the particle (strangelet) spectra.
2.2 Modeling the fragmentation
The Statistical Multifragmentation Model (SMM) has been developed in the last decades [11]
to deal with aspects related to the nuclear matter phase transition and nuclear multifragmentation.
In face of these successful achievements, we have decided to apply the same method to describe
the fragmentation of strange matter from the liquid phase (SQM in bulk) to the gaseous phase
(represented by the strangelets).
We will base our analysis on the simplified version of the SMM presented by Bugaev et al.
[12] where the system is analyzed in the grand canonical ensemble and afterwards taken to the
thermodynamic limit, leading to analytical solutions.
The system is composed of many different fragments and is characterized by the total number
of nucleons A, volume V and temperature T . The system states are specified by the multiplicities
na (na=0,1, 2...) of fragments of baryonic number a.











where M is the mass of the strangelet, za is the fragment’s intrinsic partition function (z1 = 4) and
fa is the free internal energy of the fragment with baryon number a.
The grand canonical partition function is given by





















where b is the excluded volume and Θ is the Heaviside function.
A Laplace transformation of the grand canonical partition function can be performed in order
to eliminate the Heaviside function and find the singularities of this function with which the gaseous


















W , σ and C being the internal bulk free energy, surface energy and curvature energy of the a
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Figure 1: On the left panel we present the phase diagram in the T ×ρ (above) and T × µ (below) planes
for different values of ms. The liquid phase represents densities above (2− 3)ρ0. On the right, the atomic
number where the fragment distribution function reaches its maximum in the mixed phase state for different
values of ms (in units of MeV).
The fragment distribution density can be obtained by differentiating the pressure pg with re-













We have constructed the phase diagram and derived the atomic number where the fragment
distribution function reaches its maximum in the mixed phase state. The results found are very
far from what one would expect for they show strangelets fragmenting for values of A which are
(formally) much lower than 1. We believe this means that the formalism is not adequate for the
analysis of strange quark matter fragmentation, most probably indicating that it will fragment into
few large chunks of matter, as advanced in previous works. Of course, if this is the case a small
number of fragments cannot be studied using the statistical multifragmentation approach.
3. Summary
There are still some important features which were not considered on the calculations, for
example, the dependence of the surface tension on the temperature. Besides that, the model con-
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an improper analysis of the SQM phase transition. Further investigations changing the analysis
method will probably tell if the statistical multifragmentation model is not adequate for obtaining
the strangelet spectra or if the strange quark matter ejected will all decay to normal nuclear matter.
Other points that still need to be elucidated are the chemical equilibrium of strange quark
matter through the process of expansion and cooling and if the fragments will decay to normal
nuclear matter or remain as strangelets after fragmentation.
The fragmentation spectra as well as a proper treatment of the dynamic evolution of the frag-
ments and its influence on the phase transition are still needed. Only then it will be possible to
proceed the calculation on spallation of the ejected strangelets (if stable) with the expanding oxy-
gen shell, relate the results with the problem of propagation through the interstellar medium and
ultimately predict the contribution to the putative flux of strangelets that can be probed by several
experiments.
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